X-Grid Anchor Pegs

Strong and Robust Anti-Pull Fixing Solution

RUBBER GRASS MATS
RUBBER PLAY TILES
BELT CONVEYORS

The ribbed, anti-pull design of our anchor pegs prevents the fixings from being pulled
out of the ground. They ensure that all X-Grid panels and other products remain in place
under even the most testing of conditions. Manufacture from a durable plastic polymer,
these anti-pull pegs are also weatherproof and UV resistant which ensures each peg has
a long serviceable life and will not rot away or break down over time. Available in packs
of 1, 5, 25, 50 and 100, you can order the precise amount of pegs for your upcoming
project which requires a strong, versatile, safe and easy to use fixing. Designed with
a sharp point, each peg can effectively penetrate a range of fabrics and surfaces.

STEEL FIXING PINS
VERSATILE

PLASTIC FIXING PEGS
LAWN & BORDER EDGING
FORCED ACTION MIXERS

DURABLE PLASTIC

The strength and ease of use make
this the ideal anchor for use with
X-Grid, membranes, meshes & more

Made from plastic, these anchors are
strong, robust & weatherproof so will
not rot away or break down over time

WATER STORAGE CRATES

SAFE
A safer alternative compared to
metal fixings when used near power
cables, machinery and animals

RESIN BOUND GRAVEL
RUBBER GYM MATTING
GRASS PROTECTION
MESHES
GRASS REINFORCEMENT
MESHES

INCLINES
Used to secure and hold X-Grid
panels in situ when installed on to
a sleep incline

GROUND REINFORCEMENT
& GRAVEL RETENTION
GRID
SUBMERSIBLE COMBI
PUMPS

ROBUST
The material, design & manufacture
makes this anchor strong enough to
deal with vehicle weight & pressure

ANTI-PULL
The ribs on this anchor peg make
the fixing anti-pull so it is less likely
to move under pressure

SHARP POINT
Features a sharp point to help
penetrate a fabric or sub-surface
quickly and effectively

RECYCLED PLASTIC
DECKING
RECYCLED PLASTIC
LUMBER
LANDSCAPING & WEED
CONTROL MEMBRANES

KEY FACTS
»» Length: 200mm
»» Width: 70mm

Scan QR
code for
more info

»» Diameter: 25mm
»» Weight: 0.28kg
»» Pack sizes: Single, 5, 25, 50

& 100

GCL Products Limited are dedicated to providing our
customers the most accurate details in order for them to
make an informed decision on our range. However, there
may occasionally be errors or omissions and we reserve
the right to amend or remove specifications without notice.
This document was produced in May 2019 and
the reliability and accuracy of this data should be
checked by the reader prior to design or purchase.

gclproducts.co.uk
sales@gclproducts.co.uk
+44 (0)1246 418144

»» Colour: Black
»» Material: Co-polymer

Polypropylene

»» Pegs used per sqm: 5 pegs
»» Anti-pull ribs: Yes

APPLICATIONS
X-GRID

Used mainly with X-Grid when installed
on an incline to prevent movement

MEMBRANES

Can be used on almost all membrane
installs where a strong fixing is needed

GRASSMESH

Secures and holds GrassMesh in place
that will experience machinery traffic

TURFMESH

Fixes & holds TurfMesh in place when
vehicles will be driving over the mesh

SHED BASE

Holds plastic shed bases in place
before the garden building is installed

HOT TUB BASE

Secures hot tub bases in place before &
after the hot tub has been installed
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X-GRID ANCHOR PEGS

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Installation Instructions

1.

Follow the installation guide of the product or products you are wanting to install for your
project up until the point of using your X-Grid anchor pegs. You can continue following that
installation guide once your pegs are in place and secure.

2.

With your X-Grid panels, membrane or meshes in place you can begin using your anti-pull
anchor pegs.

3.

We recommend using 5 pegs per sqm so ensure you evenly spread the anchors around. More can
be used dependent on the intended use.

4.

Using a rubber mallet, hammer the peg through a gap in the X-Grid and mesh or pierce the
membrane sheet. Hammer the peg down until it is sitting flush with the product.

5.

Repeat this process over and over until you have secured the entire area and that you are
satisfied your grid, mesh or membrane will not migrate.

6.

Continue with the rest of your chosen products installation.

PRODUCT
CODE

COLOUR

DESCRIPTION

DIA.
(mm)

LENGTH &
WIDTH (mm)

PACK
SIZE

PALLET
QTY

UNIT
WEIGHT
(kg)

XGAP200B

Black

Single X-Grid Anchor Peg

25

200mm x 70mm

1

-

0.28

XGAP200B-005

Black

5pk X-Grid Anchor Peg

25

200mm x 70mm

5

-

1.44

XGAP200B025

Black

25pk X-Grid Anchor Peg

25

200mm x 70mm

25

-

7.2

XGAP200B050

Black

50pk X-Grid Anchor Peg

25

200mm x 70mm

50

-

14.4

XGAP200B100

Black

100pk X-Grid Anchor Peg

25

200mm x 70mm

100

-

28.8
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